IN THE INVESTMENT WORLD
CUSTOM-TAILORED
WAS OUT OF REACH...

UNTIL NOW

Now, you can take advantage of a unique investment service from FOLIOfn that lets investment advisors create personalized portfolios for investors like you.
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WHAT IS A FOLIO ?

FOLIOs are baskets of stocks that your advisor can purchase in a single transaction. With FOLIOs you
can invest in whole dollar amounts and instantly own a diversified portfolio of stocks, much like a
mutual fund. But, unlike a fund, you own the stocks directly which allows some distinct advantages:
Personalization. FOLIOs are one-of-a-kind
investments that your advisor customizes
just for you.
Greater tax efficiency. You won't receive the
forced capital gains you get with mutual
funds.
Commission-free trading*. You won't pay
commissions when your advisor trades in
our twice-daily windows.
Transparency. You will know every security
you own and avoid stocks you prefer
NOT to own.
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

FOLIOs offer you the diversification of mutual funds with the control and tax benefits of owning the
stocks yourself. You get the benefits of both, without many of the drawbacks. Your advisor can change
your FOLIOs anytime by adding or removing stocks, or changing the percentage of your investment
allocated to each security.
FOLIOS MAKE IT EASY TO ACHIEVE THE BENEFITS OF DIVERSIFICATION

Experts agree that a diversified portfolio is a key to successful investing. By owning a diversified
portfolio, you can significantly lower your investment risk and increase your expected rate of return -compared to owning just a few stocks at the same risk level.

FOLIO Advisor is a service of FOLIOfn Investments, Inc. Member NASD/SIPC. All rights reserved. FOLIOs, like all investing
products, involve risk including the loss of principal. Unlike FOLIOs, mutual funds are separate securites registered with the SEC
that are separately sold and managed apart from their underlying securities. *Commission-free in our twice-daily windows.
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